than it looks. It is hard on a course's wallet, and it can be even harder on golfers' more important, the maintaining of championship conditions is much more difficult for that four or five-day period, for one week in a given year. The playing and, We all love what we see on television. It is important for golfers to realize that for course even starts down the "championship conditions" road.

WHY WE CAN'T AND, PERHAPS MORE

what is so special about course conditioning for a USGA national championship associated with hosting a typical national championship. To put it another way, just competition? Before answering, let's discuss the scope of maintenance practices challenge the cream of the world's professional and amateur golfers. Could you to green on every golf hole.

COURSE PREPARATION FOR A USGA NATIONAL

THE HIGH LEVEL OF TURF MAINTENANCE REQUIRED TO CONDUCT A USGA Daily tasks are accelerated for

Read More

and why?

MID-ATLANTIC

Associations need to help golfers variable parameters of nature and officials are obligated to work within the facing decreasing budgets and increased Golfer education is more important today associations need to help golfers variable parameters of nature and officials are obligated to work within the facing decreasing budgets and increased

Golfers raved about course conditions after

Avoiding the "Never Been There Before Problem"

Bunkers have never been firmer or more
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